1. Introduction. We consider methods for solving discrete approximations to the equations governing single-fluid flow in a porous medium. If the flow is steady and two-dimensional with no gravity drive, Darcy's law and the mass balance take the following forms:
(1.1) * u = -Kgradp in R, div u = f in Q.
Here u,p, and f represent the Darcy velocity, pressure, and source term, tively. For simplicity, we take the spatial domain to be a square, scaled respecso that R = ( 0 , l ) x (0,l). The coefficient K ( z , y) is the mobility, defined as the ratio of the permeability of the porous medium to the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. In applications to underground flows, the structure of K may be quite complex, depending on the lithology of the porous medium and the composition of the fluid. We assume, however, that this ratio is bounded and integrable on and satisfies K 2 K i n f > 0.
We impose the boundary condition p = 0 on aQ, so that p effectively represents the deviation in pressure from a reference value known along dR.
Scientists modeling contaminant flows in groundwater or solvent flows in oil reservoirs often need accurate finite-element approximations of u and p simultaneously. For this reason, mixed finite-element methods for solving the system (1.1) are particularly attractive, since they can yield approximations to u and p that have comparable accuracy [I] , [5], [9] . The key to achieving such approximations is the use of appropriate piecewise polynomial trial spaces, such as those proposed by When K varies over short distances, accurate finite-element approximations require fine grids on Q. For example, one might choose grids fine enough to allow reasonable approximations of K by piecewise constant functions. Fine grids, however, typically yield poorly conditioned matrix equations. For classical stationary iterative schemes, this increase in the condition number of the system leads to slow convergence, no matter how "nice" K may be [2, $4.111. The problem is compounded whenever K exhibits large spatial variations, as can occur near lithologic changes in the porous medium or sharp contacts between fluids of different viscosity. In such problems, as we shall demonstrate, the poor conditioning associated with spatial variability typically aggravates that associated with the fine grids needed to resolve the physics of the problem. Thus, in problems with significant material heterogeneity, methods that are relatively insensitive to these two sources of poor conditioning can have considerable utility.
In this paper we discuss two iterative schemes for the mixed-method equations (1.2). The first scheme possesses convergence rates that are independent of the fineness of the grid. The second scheme, derived from the first, also overcomes the sensitivity to the spatial structure of K , at the expense of somewhat more computation per iteration. Briefly, the first scheme proceeds as follows: Let (U(O),P(O)) be initial guesses for the value of (U, P). Then the lcth iterate for (U, P ) is the solution of . where I stands for the identity matrix and w signifies a parameter, discussed below, that is related to the spectral radius p(A) of A. For each iteration level k, the main computational work in (1.3) is to solve a linear system of the form ( u -' N~N ) P (~) = G ( k -l ) . However, the matrix w-'NTN remains vulnerable to the poor conditioning associated with fine grids. We overcome this difficulty by using a multigrid scheme to solve for P ( k ) , thereby greatly reducing the computational work in each iteration.
An interesting feature of this approach is that N T N is essentially the matrix associated with the five-point difference approximation to the Laplace operator with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Hence, the multigrid portion of the scheme does not encounter the variable coefficient, and the algorithm is particdasly simple. The price paid for this simplicity, as we shall see, is sensitivity to the poor conditioning associated with spatial variability. To overcome this second source of trouble, we modify the first scheme to get new ones of the form -where D denotes a diagonal matrix that we compute from A. This new class of schemes requires us to invert N T D N , which we again do using a multigrid method to preserve h-independence of the convergence rate. While the multigrid method must now accommodate spatially varying coefficients, the overall scheme possesses the advantage that its convergence rate is independent of the spatial structure of K , provided K is piecewise constant on the grids of interest.
Our paper has the following format. In 52 we review the mixed finite-element method that we use. Section 3 describes the first iterative scheme in more detail and analyzes its convergence. In 54 we discuss the application of multigrid ideas to the first scheme. Much of the motivation and groundwork for the second class of iterative schemes resides in 553 and 4. In 55 we present some numerical results for this algorithm. Section 6 describes the modifications necessary to produce the second class of iterative schemes and presents numerical results illustrating good convergence rates even in the presence of heterogeneities.
2.
A mixed finite-element method. We begin with a brief review of the mixed finite-element method, following the notation of Ewing and Wheeler [8] . Let
By our assumptions on K , there exist constants Kinf, Ksup such that 0 < Kinf 5 K 5
Ksup. Implicit in these equations is also the assumption that K-' is integrable on a.
< xm = 1) be a set of points on the z-axis and Ay = (0 = yo < y1 < ---< yn = 1) a set of points on the y-axis. Let Ah = A, x A y be the rectangular grid on SZ with nodes {(zi,yj))zt,j=O.
The mesh of this grid is
To discretize the system (2.1), let A, = (0 = zo < z1 < -h = m q { z i -xi-1, y j -yj-1).
?3
We assume throughout the paper that A, and Ay are quasi-uniform in the sense that xi -xi-1 2 ah and yj -Yj-1 2 ah for some fixed cr f (0,l). With Ah we associate a finite-element subspace Q h x v h of H(div,Q) x L2(n). The ''velocity space" is Given these approximating spaces, the corresponding mixed finite-element met hod for solving (2.1) is as follows: Find a pair ( U h , P h ) E Q h x v h such that
. .
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This finite-element discretization yields approximations u h and p h whose global er- UT = (Uc1, Uc1, * * * 9 ug,1, * * * uO", n ucn * ug,n > 3. An h-independent iterative method. Our first iterative scheme for solving the discrete system (2.4) is as follows.
ALGORITHM 1. Beginning with initial guess (U(o),P(o))T for (U,P), the kth iterate (U("), P ( k ) ) T is the solution of
where I E IR(2mn+m+n)x(2mn+m+n) is the identity matrix and w is a parameter chosen to satisfy w 2 p ( A ) .
Here, p(A) denotes the spectral radius of the matrix A. Later in this section we discuss a practical way to pick w that does not require detailed knowledge of the spectrum of A.
Computationally, Algorithm 1 has the following compact form: Given an initial T by executing three steps:
In each iteration, the main computational work is to solve for P ( k ) = u ( N~N ) -~G ( " ' ) . An easy calculation shows that the matrix w-'(NTN) is positive definite, being pro-, .
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portional to the standard fivepoint, finite-difference Laplace operator applied to P(').
Therefore, we expect the numerical solution for #IE) using stationary iterative methods to be plagued by poor conditioning when the grid mesh h is small.
This observation leads us to use a multigrid scheme to get approximations to (In fact, any fast solver for the five-point discrete Laplacian operator would be appropriate here.) Such a device preserves the h-independence of the overall scheme's convergence rate. We discuss this facet of the algorithm in more detail in the next section. For now let us analyze the convergence properties of the overall iterative scheme, assuming an efficient "black-box" solver for P (&) .
We begin by writing (3.1) as a stationary iterative scheme 
I
Notice that the right side of this inequality is a constant independent of h. This is the sense in which the convergence rate of Algorithm 1 is independent of h.
Two remarks about the practical implications of the estimate (3.13) are in order. First, the bound on p ( M ) depends strongly on the nature of the coefficient K(z,y). In particular, if Kinf/Kiup is very small, reflecting a high degree of heterogeneity in the physical problem, then we can expect the actual convergence of the algorithm to be slow, albeit independent of grid mesh. Several examples in 55 confirm this expectation. Second, even though the bound (3.13) suggests choosing w = Amax to accelerate iterative convergence, this choice is impractical owing to the expense of calculating Amax. In practice, we typically pick w = llAlloo 2 Amus This choice is easily computable as the maximum row sum of A, and it preserves h-independence of 4. Application of a multigrid solver. As we have mentioned, the computation of the pressure iterate P(') in step (ii) of Algorithm 1 is inefficient if we use direct schemes or classical stationary iterative methods on fine grids. However, the fact that w-lNTN is essentially the finite-difference Laplacian operator motivates us to reduce the computational work for each iteration by calculating an approximation to the kth pressure iterate by using several cycles of a multigrid method ori the system (3.3). We refer the reader to [3] for a discussion of the multigrid approach and for a Fortran code applicable in the context of our problem. The modified scheme is as follows.
ALGORITHM 2. Begin with an initial guess (U('),P(O))
, and suppose that we have computed ( U ( k -l ) , P ( k -l ) ) T . 
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that we can choose a f i e d number r of multigrid cycles such that each iteration of Algorithm 2 reduces the error norm by an appropriate factor close to p ( M ) . We ' do this in Proposition 4.1. Since the factor is independent of h, Algorithm 2 has convergence rate independent of h.
We begin by defining norms on the "pressure" and "velocity" spaces that will make the proof easier. Any p h E Vh has a representation Taking advantage of the fact that N T N is positive definite, we compute a norm of . .
. the vector The norm 11-/Iw is just a scalar multiple of the Euclidean distance function 11 -JI2, and since w is a constant related to p(A), 11 -11" is actually a discrete analog of the Euclidean norm 11 -I(~2(n)~L2(n) on the velocity space by Proposition 3.2. This norm is appropriate for measuring the convergence of velocity iterates U ( k ) to the true discrete approximation U. Also, since NTN is just the positive definite matrix associated with the five-point difference approximation to the Laplace operator, the norm 11 -llh is appropriate for measuring the rapidity with which the pressure iterates satisfy the discrete pressure equation (3.3) as the iterations progress. Ultimately, we want to relate our results to more familiar n o r m such as 11 112 and 11 -lloo; for this step we shall rely on the equivalence of norms for finite-dimensional Euclidean spaces.
In the following proposition, we assume v = p ( l -w -' A ) < 1. Thus v is an upper bound on p ( M ) . Suppose the multigrid iteration used to approximate p(k) in step (ii) of Algorithm 1 has convergence rate p E (0,l). This implies that, after r multigrid cycles for P(') using P (~-' ) as initial guess, Multiplying (4.6) by (U -irck)) and using the identity (4.7), we get
Hence, the pressure iterates obey the bound 
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But the original iterative scheme Since p < 1, pr + up" -, 0 as T + 00. We can therefore choose T large enough so that u + p" + up" + u 5 v' < 1. In this way,
In view of the norm equivalence mentioned earlier, Proposition 4.1 leads us to expect that, if we choose w as prescribed in 53, then the computed convergence rate should be a constant independent of h as h -+ 0. In fact, for "generic" initial guesses, the contribution from the eigenvector associated with the largest magnitude eigenvalue of llil will eventually dominate the error. We therefore expect ii to giye good approximations to p ( M ) in computational practice [2, p. 1291.
Numerical examples of h-independence.
To test our results, we apply Algorithm 2 to several versions of the following boundary-value problem:
We'use the lowest-order, mixed finite-element method on grids with h = 2-!, where .t = 4,5,6,7,8. Each iteration of the solution scheme includes r = 2 V-cycles of the multigrid algorithm described in [3] , where the coarsest grid in each cycle has mesh 2-l, and the finest has mesh 2-t. We use the following realizations of the coefficient K ( z , Y>:
To confirm the convergence properties of the mixed finite-element method as h + 0, we examine the exact and numerical solutions to (5.1) using K = KII and taking f(z, y) to be the function that results when the solution is p(x, y) = x(1 -z) sin(7ry) + y(1 -y) sin(nz). We compute the nodal error indicators (IUexact -UIJm To check the convergence properties of the iterative scheme, we examine the behavior of the ratio ji, defined in (4.11), for each of the choices of K . Our results, shown in Fig. 3 , support the expectation that, as h + 0, the convergence rate of the scheme tends to a constant independent of h. Notice however that, as'K exhibits more spatial variation, the convergence of the algorithm becomes slower. Any effects of variability in K on the conditioning of the discrete equations still influence this first algorithm; the only effects of poor conditioning that we have eliminated so far are those associated with grid refinement.
Modified schemes for heterogeneous media.
To mitigate the difficulties associated with spatial-variability, we modify the first iterative scheme (3.1) to get a class of new schemes having the following form. When we construct D properly, the iteration matrix has spectral radius that is independent of both h and the structure of K . The price we pay for this benefit is apparent in the computational form of the new algorithm:
P.
3.
+. a
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In contrast to (3.3), solving for P(') in the new scheme calls for the inversion of NTD-lN instead of N T N . Therefore, we must modify the multigrid segment of the algorithm to accommodate variable coefficients. As we discuss, this modification is fairly easy to make. This section establishes criteria for the construction of D, gives two examples that satisfy these criteria, comments on the multigrid solver used, and presents computational results.
As with the original scheme presented in 53, the key to the convergence of the new scheme is the spectral radius of the iteration matrix 1cI defined in (6.2). The following proposition gives sufficient conditions under which p ( M ) < 1. 
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Hence, using the hypothesized bounds on UfAUx/UfDUx, we have the desired inequalities (6.6).
0
To use this proposition, we need estimates on U H A U . Given the structure of A as shown in the Appendix, one can calculate a useful expression for U H A U , assuming U E C(m+')n+m(n+l) has the form (U", indicated in (2.3) . In particular, 1 1
where, in the notation of the Appendix, 
' appearing in these expressions are values depending on K ( z , y) and arising from applications of the mean value theorem for integrals over each cell Oi,j in the finite-element grid A h .
By using the inequality Iwl2 + 1zI2 2 -21wllzI, we can estimate R(U) as follows:
denotes the complex conjugate of z. The coefficients T/,j, In practice, however, we rarely have such fine-scale knowledge of K , and even if we did we would not try to use it in calculating the Galerlun integrals sa K%-'u -VG?X dy exactly. Instead, most practical codes use approximate quadrature schemes that effectively treat K-l as piecewise polynomial. In fact, as we suggested in $1, for sufficiently fine grids it is reasonable to treat K-' as piecewise constant. In such applications, we can use the second inequality in (6.7), together with the identities T: l f = TZ = Ti,j, to show that
Similarly, the first inequality in (6.7), together with the identities T/,j = Tly = T/lT = .
ip.
i:
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In summary, i S ( U ) 5 UHAU 5 $S(U) whenever K is piecewise constant on the grid
Ah.
Now consider the choice D = $lump(A), where
This is the matrix that results when we add entries along each row of A and assign the sum to the diagonal entry in that row. Gonzales and Wheeler [9] use this ''mass lump ing" idea to improve conditioning in mixed finite-element discretizations of petroleum reservoir problems. This choice of D is also a simple instance of a preconditioner developed in [7] for other iterative schemes. It is a straightforward matter to show that, when K is piecewise constant, UHlump(A)U = $ S ( U ) , so UHDU = $S(U). As a consequence, Therefore, by Proposition 6.1, p ( M ) 5 3, and the iterative scheme converges with a rate independent of h and K . According to our remarks at the end of 54, we expect the ratio of error norms between successive iterates to approach $ as the iteration counter k -, 00.
As an even simpler example, consider the choice D = diag(A), where is the matrix A stripped of its off-diagonal entries. This choice has the attractive feature that it is trivial to compute from A. With D defined in this way, we once again find that UHDU = $S(U) when K is piecewise constant on Ah. Therefore, p ( M ) 5 $, and this iterative scheme also converges with a rate independent of h and K . Either choice of D requires us to solve a matrix equation of the form at each iteration. To do this, we use two cycles of a multigrid scheme in which the Jacobi iteration is the smoother, the coarse-to-fine interpolation is bilinear, and the fine-to-coarse restriction is accomplished using half-injection [4, p. 651. This scheme preserves the h-independence of the overall algorithm's convergence rate and appears the spectral radius estimate p ( M ) 5 i. We conclude that this scheme converges at a rate independent of both grid mesh h and the heterogeneity reflected in the mobility coefficient K .
Conclusions.
Poor conditioning associated with heterogeneity and fine spatial grids is a common problem. While this paper focuses on steady flows in porous media, similar equations and results apply in other fields. Two obvious applications for (1.1) arise in heat transfer, where temperature plays the role of pressure and heat flux plays the role of the Darcy velocity, and in electrostatics, where the electric potential and the electric field serve as the analogs of pressure and Darcy velocity, respectively. In either case, mixed finite-element methods can give useful approximations. However, heterogeneity, either in the thermal diffusivity or in the dielectric coefficient, can lead to poor conditioning in precisely the same way as it does for porous media. One virtue of the mixed finite-element formulation is that it permits us to attack the two sources of poor conditioning separately, exploiting multigrid ideas to reduce the sensitivity €0 fine grids and using spectral information associated with the material Coefficient to reduce the sensitivity to heterogeneity. The fa*awing integrals appearing in these expressions involve no spatially varying coefficients and hence are easy to compute using the bases for Q h and V,:
However, the remaining integrals involve the spatially varying functions.K-' (2, y) and f(x, y). We compute these integrals using the mean value theorem for integrals [lo, 
